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Abstract

The strength of laminates made from glass fiber fabric with epoxy resin matrix was deter-

mined. The studies were carried out on two laminates with different resin types. The measure-

ments were taken on pipe samples subjected to uniaxial and biaxial loading at three different tem-

peratures. The process of crack formation was examined by acoustic emission (AE). For this

purpose, a multi-parameter analysis of AE signals was applied. It was observed that the type of

resin used for the laminate matrix had a significant effect on crack development, while it had no

effect on the laminate strength. The laminates were noted to have similar strength under both

uniaxial and biaxial state of stress. The application of AE enabled determination of the onset of

laminate failure. The analysis of the failure process used the pattern recognition classification

with Visual Class program. A classification tool was designed and constructed; it bore the fea-

tures common to all the tests. Using this tool, the mechanisms of failure prevailing in the loading

process were determined along with their intensity and range within which they may have some

impact on the laminate failure process.
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1. Introduction

The aim of this study is to determine the laminate strength under the conditions of uniaxial

and biaxial loading and to evaluate the effects of laminate matrix on the failure processes with

acoustic emission (AE). It is well recognized that AE is valuable in evaluating failure of compos-

ite pipes [1], but AE experiments during biaxial loading of composites have been limited [2,3]

requiring further research.

Since we need an analysis on the failure processes occurring during the loading of a sample,

we employed the AE technique. As the examined materials are used in civil aviation, we tested

the strength of the composite laminates at temperatures of 20°C, 54°C and 72°C, as commonly

applied in this technology. Analyzing the work of Owen and Griffith [4], confirming a significant

and negative impact of the edge effect on laminate strength, pipe-shaped samples were proposed

for use here. Laminates were composed of nine layers of Interglass fabric wetted with two types

of epoxy resin, viz. Ep53 and L285. The internal diameter of pipes was 50 mm, the wall thick-

ness 2.5 mm, while their length was 300 mm, cut from longer pipes. The samples wetted with
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resin were wound on mandrill and hardened at 20°C for 12 h and at 60°C for 8 h. Additionally,

the samples for tests at 72°C were hardened at 80°C for 8h.

For the measurement of acoustic emission a special device is required to eliminate the genera-

tion of acoustic signals from a sample holder. It is also indispensable to ensure a constant rate of

the load increment because of its possible effect on the composite strength. In view of these re-

quirements, a special measuring system was designed utilizing a numerical control system oper-

ating in the Schenck PSB100 testing machine. A pressure generator installed on this machine en-

abled loading of samples with internal pressure at a constant rate of pressurization using a syn-

thetic oil medium. The sample was placed in a thermostat filled with synthetic oil, providing

temperature control at an accuracy of ± 1°C. Pressure was controlled by two pressure gauges

made by Hottinger. Two types of clamps were used on the samples, thus producing two states

of stress. In the first case, the clamp was put on the sample ends and it produced in the walls of a

sample a biaxial state of stress with the hoop (circumferential)-to-axial stress ratio equal to

1/ 2=2 (Mode II loading). In the second case the sample was free to move on its axis, thus pro-

ducing zero axial stress 2=0 (Mode III loading)[3].

The values of acoustic emission parameters measured during loading were recorded by PAC

MISTRAS-2001 and Vallen AMSY-5 systems. The AE signals were detected by two wideband

(WD) sensors made by PAC. The frequency range was 100-1000 kHz. The recorded AE signals

were next subjected to numerical analysis with Mistras software and exported to Visual Class

analysis. In the case of AMSY-5 system, the Visual AE and Visual Class programs were used.

2. Testing of Laminate Strength

Comparing the results of tests conducted under uniaxial (Mode III) and biaxial (Mode II)

loading, one can observe little effect of the second component of the state of stress on the lami-

nate strength (Fig. 1). These results confirm the difficulties in the choice of relevant criteria,

which could be used in evaluation of the laminate failure [5]. The difficulties in finding proper

criteria of the laminate failure behavior were also noted by Owen and Griffith [3]. Only subjec-

tive evaluation of the experimental results could enable their comparison with the computed re-

sults based on selected criteria of failure. For laminates examined in this study and positive com-

ponents of the state of stress, the most sensitive seems to be the criterion of maximal stresses.

Results indicate insignificant effects of hardening temperature on the strength of both lami-

nates, although laminates hardened at 80°C have slightly higher strength.  The test temperature

generally decreases the strength of samples. The drop was highest for 80˚C-cured Ep53 matrix.

An exception is at 54˚C, L285 epoxy matrix retained the same strength. The effect of resin type

on the laminate strength is negligible under some conditions, and both resins give composites of

strength within 20% at all temperatures.

The examined laminates are characterized AE event counts recorded during the loading. As

shown in the lower graphs of Fig. 1, L285 epoxy matrix produced 5 to 20 times higher counts

than the corresponding Ep53 matrix laminates. The differences are evident regardless of curing or

test temperature used and suggest that failure of these two laminates proceeds by different   
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Fig. 1. Statistical result of strength and AE events of pipe specimens for resins EP53 and L285.

Loading mode II (left figures) and mode III (right) are shown. Two cure temperatures (60 and

80°C) were used. Test temperatures were 20, 54 and 72°C as indicated.

mechanisms. Mode II of loading renders more AE events than Mode III, although the difference

is not drastic as one may expect from the change from uniaxial to biaxial loading.  Figure 2 shows

this difference clearly; in L285 matrix laminates, AE event rates are nearly constant throughout

the loading and the cumulative plot shows a linear increase. In Ep53 matrix laminate, AE activi-

ties show distinct peak just before failure and the summed curve illustrates increased slope to-

ward the end of loading.

The test temperature had some effects on the strength of the examined laminates. Cumulative

AE events similarly had relatively minor changes with both matrix resins in Mode II tests. For

the Ep53 resin under Mode III, however, AE events varied several times between two cure tem-

peratures (60 and 80˚C) as indicated in Fig. 1. With increased test temperatures, differences in

AE event rates are also observed (see Fig. 3). AE event rates increased just before failure in Ep53

resin laminates regardless of test temperature (Fig. 2). This suggests in L285 a greater number of

microcracks form preceding the failure of sample and the greater activity due to debonding proc-

ess of the matrix and glass fiber fabric, while Ep53 has most damage just prior to failure.
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Fig. 2. AE activity and AE summation during loading (Mode II) for L285 and Ep53.

Fig. 3. AE event rates during loading (Mode II) for EP53 at different cure and test temperatures.

The AE signals recorded during the test were subjected to a multi-parameter analysis, com-

puting the total of AE signals count, the total of AE events, mean time of AE signals duration,

energy of AE events, and mean effective voltage.
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The AE signals indicating the onset of failure appears at a low loading stage. In the case of

Ep53 resin laminate, cracks start appearing at ~20% of the failure pressure for mode Mode II

loading and at 30% failure pressure for Mode III loading.  For laminate containing L285 resin, the

onset of failure was recorded at still lower pressure, viz. ~15% failure pressure for mode Mode II

and ~20% failure pressure for mode Mode III.

3. ANALYSIS of the LAMINATE FAILURE PROCESS

The results obtained here indicate the possibility of using AE in practical evaluation of the

resin and laminate failure process.  In order to provide robust and efficient evaluation technique,

we developed a method of pattern recognition classification by using the Vallen Visual Class pro-

gram. Because of the signal recording technique adopted by PAC Mistras system, which was

different from AMSY-5 and used in the beginning to obtain AE data, some additional steps were

needed to use the Visual Class program in a most effective way. At later stages, AE signals in the

process of laminate failure were recorded via an AMSY-5 system.

Having noted certain similarities in the failure behavior of samples of each type of the lami-

nate, it was considered to be both sufficient and representative to analyze using the reference

pattern for classification with samples tested at 20°C.  Since it was necessary to provide high

clarity of the recorded signals, we selected for analysis the measuring data covering the load range

from 10% to 95%.  The classification proceeded according to the previously adopted work orga-

nization schedule as follow:

1. The analysis was conducted separately at the beginning, making classification for each

resin type and mode of loading,

2. Within the obtained group of classes, the classes with similar features were combined into

one whole set, thus obtaining one single class,  

3. After accumulation of the source classes (groups of signals) a classifying tool with fea-

tures common to the entire conducted studies was obtained.

Four classes (designated by the numbers from 1 to 4) prevailing in the process of laminate sam-

ples loading were thus obtained.

Fig. 4. Statistical results of separation of prototype classes.
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The correct nature of the applied procedure has been proved in a graphic form as an image of

the classification features division (Fig. 4). Classification thus developed was used in the analysis

of crack propagation during loading of the tested pipe-shaped laminate samples. The results of

analysis expressed as a share of each class in the loading process of samples prepared from both

laminates and tested by two modes of loading were plotted in the form of bar diagrams (Fig. 5).

The height of bars stands for a percent share of each class in the full process of sample loading.

Fig. 5. Percent share of separated class for Mode II and Mode III with two types of resin.

In recording of AE signals, the threshold level of 46 dB (re. 1 V/0 dB) for discrimination was

applied. The reason was accumulation of too many signals generated below this level and caused

by the laminate structure as well as a large volume of the laminate subjected to deformation. An

output has been restricted in the loading process analysis for the amount of class 2 events, which

occurs below the threshold of 46 dB.

Knowing the typical features of AE signals corresponding to each class enabled ascribing to

each class the prevailing mechanisms of failure active during sample loading. To this purpose

some published results of the experiments and simulation works made for the glass fabric rein-

forced resin-based composites were used [6,7]. In this case, the most important features of AE

signals are expressed by the values of signals amplitude, frequency, and intensity. Using the

available information on a relationship between AE parameters and failure mechanism as well as

the data obtained in experimental analysis and in analysis of the classification effectiveness, the

prevailing mechanisms corresponding to each class were determined.

Class 1 fiber breakage  

    Class 2 matrix microcracking + propagation

    Class 3 fiber/matrix friction + fiber/matrix debonding

    Class 4 matrix friction + fiber/matrix debonding

Using the developed classification tool in practice, the zones of occurrence of all the classes

described by different selected AE parameters were determined in the tested samples during the

laminate stress increase (Fig. 6). The determination of such zones enables us to separate the
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occurrence of individual mechanisms of failure in the process of sample destruction. The zones

determined for Mode II and III of an effect of the individual classes prove that the stress direc-

tion 2 can exert a small effect only on both the static strength of the laminate and the individual

mechanisms of its destruction. The differences in AE activity in the laminates based on Ep53

resin and L285 resin, observed for the whole population of the tests, were further supported by

different share of the classes, and hence by different share of the mechanisms in failure of the

samples.

Fig. 6. AE results for separated class: Duration vs. Amplitude. Class 1 to 4 are indicated.

The basic differences between the two types of laminates noted at the same level of stress

during loading result from different intensities of the internal friction behavior of the matrix and

from the initiation and propagation of microcracks.  In both laminates the process of failure starts

with microcracks in the matrix. For L285 resin this process is much more intensive. In parallel,

from the very beginning of AE activity, the process of the resin debonding from the glass fiber

fabric is also developing at a high rate. In both resin laminates, the different AE activity is caused

by different physical properties, and hence by different wettability and adhesion of each of the

resins to the glass fibers.  These effects cause some important differences in AE data set from the

loading process of both laminates. Within the whole examined range of the laminate loading, indi-

vidual damages and cracks in the fibers can be observed. For both laminates this process occurs at

a similar level.
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4. Conclusions

1. The type of resin used as a matrix for the laminate made from the glass fiber fabric has no

effect on the static strength of the laminate.

2. The biaxial state of stress with principal stresses ratio 1/  2= 2 has no effect on the strength

of the laminate made from the glass fiber fabric wetted with epoxy resin.

3. The process of laminate failure starts at a loading corresponding to roughly 15% of the failure

stress.

4. Under the condition of static loading at 20˚C, the rate of crack propagation is uniform for the

L285 resin matrix, while it increases quite significantly for the Ep53 resin matrix at higher

stress levels just before failure. Ep53 composites showed the same characteristic at higher

test temperatures as well.

5. Laminates with the matrix made of L285 resin are characterized by a greater number of AE

events suggesting a greater number of microcracks preceding the failure of sample and the

greater activity due to debonding process of the matrix and glass fiber fabric.

6. Hardening at high temperatures raises the laminate strength only by a very small degree.

7. Applying in the analysis of laminate failure, AE method of the pattern recognition classifica-

tion enables us to determine the ranges of occurrence of the individual mechanisms of failure

during loading of sample.

8. Existence of various mechanisms of crack formation may, depending on the resin type used

for the laminate matrix, have some effect on the long-term strength of laminate.
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